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During the last ten years, considerable' attention has been given to

the study of gender roles and the myriad ways in which they affect life

style preferences and human behavior.
I

In response to this increased

concern, educators have.developed many different types of courses which

deal specifically with gender roles and related issues.
2

Of particular

relevance to the fields of speech and human communication has been the

introduction of large numbers of courses, which are usually entitled

"The Rhetoric of Women's Liberation.u3 The foci of these courses have

been feminist, rhetorical, historical and political. More specifically,

these courses (and many of their counterparts in the Women's Studies

Departments) seek to provide relatively biased perspectives, based on

rhetorical accounts of historically important events, of the presumed

political oppression of women .4

While a rhetorical orientation might well serve the needs of a few

persons intent upon buttressing an already biased perspective on male/

female relations and the status of women in our society, this orientation

does not satisfy the needs of many other students desirous of a more

objective overview of the processes by which gender roles are developed

and maintained, and of their consequent impact on individu.s1 and group

behaviors. A preferred approach would be to survey some of the

behavioral. Grione.c. Jitorattroo doml;n8 with thoco issues and perhaps

challenge students to conduct their own empirical investigations of

gender role issues. As has been argued by Bronowski and other

philosophers of science,' one of the unique characteristics of scientific

undarAtanding is that it helps the knower to appraise the limitations of
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present knowledge, which, by definition, would also result in a more

objective understanding of gender roles and communication than what

normally obtains from a strictly feminist or rhetorical orientation.

At the very least, a behavioral science orientation should be offered

students as an alternative to the status quo, heavily value-laden,

approaches to gender .oles and communication issues, Perhaps the

combined rhetorical and behavioral science approach would afford Rtudents

a richer, more balanced understanding of the issues than is normally

obtained if either approach is pursued to the exclusion of the other.
6

Accordingly, this paper explains the procedures used to develop an

alterhative approach toward the instruction of communication dynamics in

'male/female relationships. At the outset, the authors had in mind the

development of a course from a communication science (nonrhetorical)

perspective, which addresses topics identified by students (both male

and female) as especially relevant to their lives. Because the course

was to have a communication (behavioral) science perspective, care was

taken to include units of instruction on empirical research methods, methods
0

useful for studying systematically similarities, differences, and conse-

quences of communication behaviors affecting male/female relations. An

emphasis on empirical epistemology is one of the key factors distinguishing

the course proposed in this paper from contemporary rhetorical approaches.

A needs assessment was conducted to identify topics perceived as

most relevant to students.
7

These topics became the major content units

of the proposed course. Using a needs assessment to help seleCt content

units also has the advantage of demonstrating to the intended target

4
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population; i.e., students,.that their opinions and perceived newb are taken

into consideration when new courses are added to the curriculum.
8

The remaining pages of this report describe the procedures used in

conducting the needs assessment and selecting resource materials fc the

proposed course. Lastly, a syllabus for the'proposed course details

learning objectives, assignments and sequence of instructional activities,

required, and supplementary reading materials, grading criteria, and course

policy.

METHOD

Respondents

Completed questionnaires were obtained from 481 Rutgers University

students. The demographic composition of these respondents follow:

Gender - 186 males, 274 females, 21 respondents of unknown gender; Year

in school - 120 seniors, 137 junions, 96 sophomores, 75 freshpersons, 36

graduate or part-time students, 17 respondents of unknown classification;

Academic major - 81 majoring in human communication, 253 majoring in

social science or humanities, 125 majoring in physical science or

mathematics, 22 respondents of unknown 'classification$ College affiliation -

258 Rutgers College, 93 Douglass College, 28 Livingston College, 32 Cook

College, 58 from other colleges, and 12 respondents of unknown classification;

aestionnaire

The questionnaire was designed to assess students' evaluations of

existing Women's Studies courses and, in particular, the perceived value

of a proposed course entitled "Communication and Hale/Female Relations."

5
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The questionnaire also included a section requiring respondents to select

no more than 9 topics, from a list of 20 possible topics, which wolild be

.of particular relevance to the proposed course. The remaining queitiOns

solicited information about_, espondents' gender, academic major,'C011eie

affiiiitiOn and year In sChOol.

A two -stage procedure was implemented in the development of this

questionnaire. An initial questionnaire (see Appendix A) was constgcted

on the basis of an intensive review of articles and course syllabi

addressing issues in male/female communication. Also, informal

interviews were conducted with students and faculty, identifying from

their perspectives potentially appropriate and meaningful content units.

One of the experimenters has considerable experience witn the

college's Women's Studies program. As a member of the college's Women's

Studies Program Committee and a candidate for the Women's Studies

certificate, she has firsthand knowledge of existing Women's Studies

courses in the social sciences and humanities. Her perceptions

concerning the strengths and weaknesses of the existing courses and her

interactions with other students in these courses provided important

input in determining the focus of the questionnaire.

Constructive criticism regarding the questionnaire design was

solicited from several $1.udents enrolled in a communication research

methods course.
10

It was largely on the basis of these criticisms

that tiro second (and final) draft of the questionnaire was developed

(see Appendix B).
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Procedure

The respondents of the survey were solicited in three ways. Thirty-

seven questionnaires were mailed to candidates for the Women's Studies

certificate. A cover letter accompanied each questionnaire (see Appendix C.)

A second set of questionnaires was mailed two weeks after the original
4.

mailing to remind and encourage those who had not yet returned the

questionnaire to do so. Twenty nine completed questionnaires were

returned, for a 78% response rate.

Additionally, 100 completed questionnaires were obtained during

regularly scheduled class meetings (see Table 1).

Table).

Completed Questionnaires Obtained
From In-Class Administrations

Course Sponsoring Department Number of Respondents

Basic Speaking Human Communication 9

Communication and Human
Relations Human Communication 11

Communication Education Human Communication 15

Your Family in History History 32

Sexism in Institutions:
Sports Women's Studies (Livingston) 33

Total 100

The final group of responses yes obtained at three university snack

bars and pubs. Respondents were told that a new course was being developed

7
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and that their opinions regarding its value and content were desired.

Three hundred fifty-two completed questionnaires were obtained by this

method.

Data Analyses

Frequency counts were made of the number and percentage of

respondents who had (1) previously enrolled in Women's Studies courses

and the degree of satiAfartinn/aisAntisfaetiria Associated with these

courses, (2) positively and negatively evaluated the proposed."Communication

and Male/Female Relations" course, (3) identified each of the proposed

content units as potentially meaningful aspects of the proposed course,

11
and (4) indicated they would register for the course if it was offered.

Descriptive comparisons were made between male and female respondents

to identify the sinUarici:s ar.d dilferancfs :n each group's judgments of.

the value of the poposed crvrse, desire to tr.:,oll in -Ole course and

selection contour units fcr inclusion in the course. Lastly,

ccrwarisons soe:1 %;. wide to determine whether respondents, acadeMic major

was related to perceived value of 1:11,1 proposed course.

RESULTS

Frequency counts of responses to question #1 indicated that Women's

Studies courses had been taken a total of 212 times. There were 153

responses indicating at least moderate satisfaction with these courses,

as opposed to 32 responses. indicating moderate or extensive disappointment.

As can be seen by reference to Table 2, the most favorably evaluated courses

were "Women and Literature," "Literary Relations: Contemporary Women,"

8
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"Family in History," "History of American Women," "Sex and Pregnancy)"

and "Sociology of the Family." The lowest rated_course, the only one

receiving more negative than positive ratings, was "Sociology of Sex Roles."

Table 2

Respondents' Previous Enrollment in Women's Studies Courses

12
and Their Degree of Satisfaction/Dissappointment

Total Satisfied
Course Prequency'bm iloderately
13156 Black Woman 6 4 0

2) Language 6 Sex
Roles 4 3 1

3) Women in Literature
to

Europe 6 S.A. 5 4 0

4) Women 6 Literature 21 11 8

5) Literary Relations:
Contempor4ry Women 12 6 4

6) The Avant Garde in
.

Modern Literative 4 2. 0 -

7) 20th Century French
Women Writers . 2 0 2 ..'

8) The Role of the In-
dividua in
History 10 5$ 3

9) Women in Non-
Western World 1 1 0 .

10) Family in History 25 3 . 10

11) History of American
Mom= 11 2 7

12) Sex 6 Pregnancy 43 17 19

,13) Human Freedom 6 the
Constitution 3 2 (1 1

14).Psychobiology of Sex
Differences 9 2 5

15) Ancient Near Eastern
Religion 5 4 0

16) Sociology of the
Family 33 14 9

17) Sociology of Sex
Roles 16 2 5

18) 20th Century Spanish
Literature 2 1 0

Totals .02 83 irr

Uncertain
Disappointed

Ver Moderately
0 0 2

0 0 0

, 0 0 1
2 0 0

1 1 0

1 1 0

0 0 0

0 2 0

0 0 0

8 3 1

1 1 0

2 4 1

0 0 0

.

0 1

0 1 0

5 3 2

1 2 6

1 0 0

-7-11Ir- 18
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Analysis of responses to question #2 indicated that 76% of the

respondents (36,6) evaluated the proposed "Communication and Hale/Female

Relations" course as at least modeiately valuable,.as opposed to 6.6% (32)

evaluating the course as of little or no value. Thirteen percent (63) of

the respondents had no opinion and 4.2% (20) failed to respond to the

question.

Responses to Tiestion #3 indicated that the nine most interesting
65

content units as judged by the respondents were: ) Male-female roles

and stereotypes - -their modes of development and impact onlAuman communication;

(2) Learning to communicate with members of the opposite sex -- practical

exercises; (3) Sexuality as an influence on interpersonil communication;

(4) Nonverbal communication differences between men and women; (5) The:

communication of intimacy; (6) Language communication differences

between men and women; (7) Mass media portrayal of sexuality and male -
r

female roles; (8) Alternative partnersh!p styles -- marriage, cohabitation,

dating, celibacy; and (9) Sexist communication in employer-employee and

student-teacher interactions (see Table 3).

10
.
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Table 3

Rank Ordering of Possible Content Units by
Frequency of Selection

Content Units Pr_mlienc Percentage

1) Male-female roles and stereotypes- -their modes of
.development and impact, on human - communication 278 57.9%

2) Learning-to-vommUrricate-with members of the
opposite sex--practical exercises 256 . 53.2

3) Sexuality as an'influence on interpersonal.
communication 240 49.9

4) Nonverbal communication differences between men and
women 223 46.4

5) The communication of intimacy 215 44.7

6) Language communication differences between men and
women 198 41.2

7) Mass media portrayal of sexuality and male-female
roles 197 41.0

8) Alternative partnership styles-- marriage,
cohabitation, dating, celibacy 197 41.0

9) Sexist communication in employer-employee and
student - teacher interactions 192 40.0'

10)The meaning of masculinity/femininity 1.77 36.8

11)Sex roles as they affeCt family communication 146 30:4

12)Learning to communicate with members of the same
sex -- practical exercises 145 30.1

'13) Sex roles as they affect vocational opportunities 140 29.1

14) Cross- cultural differences in male/female
communication 138 28.7

15) The status of.men in women's liberation movements 134 27.9
16) Sexist language 111 323.1
17) Sex roles as they affect small group communication
18) Sex roles as they affect speaker/audience interaction

99

78 ::2 6

19) A rhetorical (historical) overview of male/female
liberation movements 76 15.8

20) Research strategies for studying sex roles and
communication 73 15.2

1J
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One hundred ten respondents answered question #4, requesting additional,

topics which miet be considered in the course.- However, only five of the

responses suggested content issues substantially different from those already

included in the previous listing. Nine respondents indicated that all

relevant possibilities had already been delineated in the previous question.

Analysis of responses to question #5 indicated that 53% (256) of the

respondents would probably or definitely register for the proposed course,

as opposed to 13% (64) who indicated that they probably or definitely would

not enroll for the course. Respondents in this latter category occasionally

explained why they would not take the course. The two most frequently

occurring explanations were that their major was too structured to allow them

to take additional electives or that they did not want to take a politically

oriented "women's lib" course. Twenty-three percent (113) of the respondents

were uncertain as to whether they would register for the course, and 10% (48)-

did not respond to the question.
r.

Comparisons were-made betweek the data- collected on male.and female .

respondents tc determine similarities and differences in perceived value of

the proposed course, willingness to take the course, and rank orderings of

preferred content units. Seventy -two percent (134) of the male and 80% (125)

of the female respondents perceived the course as at least moderately valuable

(see Table 4). Only 10% (18) of the male and 4.4% (12) of the female

respondents perceived the course as having little or no value.

Regarding willingness to register for the course, 42% (78) of the male

and 64% (175) of the female respondents wanted to register for the course

(see Table 5). It is not clear why so many more female than male respondents

12



wanted to enroll in the ccurse. One possible explanation is that many males

have been systematically discouraged from particlpating in women's studies

courses, and this may have disposed many male students from seeking

enrollment, despite the fact that a much higher percentage of men perceived

the course as potentially valuable.

Table 4

Breakdown of Respondents by Genders
Perceived Value of Proposed Course

Very Moderately Of Little Of No
Valuable Valuable Uncertain Value Value

Nom No. 17741 To7S

Hales 63 34 71 38 28 15 14 8 4 2

Femalet 115 42 105 38 32 12 II 1

Table 5

Breakdown of Respondents by Gender:
Desire to Register for Proposed Course

Definitel 1011.0L Don't Know Probably Not Definitely Not
116;7F- No. No. %

Males 22 12, 56 30 58 31 22 12 10 5

.. .

Females 55 20 120 44 55 20 20 7, 8 3

There was considerable agreement between male and female respondents in

their selection of instructional units most relevant to the proposed course

(see Table 6). 'For both males and females, 7 topics were included among the

9 most preferred Content units: Learning to communicate with members of the

opposite sex - practical exercises; Male-female roles and stereotypes - their

13
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modes of development and impact on human communication ;' Sexuality as an

influence on interpersonal communication; Alternative partnership styles -

marriage, cohabitation, dating, celibacy; Nonverbal communication. differences

between men and women; The communication of intimacy; and Mass media portrayal

of sexuality and male-female roles.

Two topics appeared in the top 9 rankings for men, which did not also

appear in the top 9 rankings for women: The meaning of masculinity/femininity

,

and The status of men in women's liberation movements. Similarly, two topics

appeared in the top 9 rankings for women, which did not also appear in the

top 9 rankings for men: Language'communication differences between men and

women, and Sexist communication in employer-employee and teacher-student

interactions.

14
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Table 6

Rank Ordering of Possible Content Units by

'etectionbGeFinder of ResEdent

Males

Content Units Frequency Percentage

1) Learning to communicate with members of the
opposite sex--practical exercises 102 55%

2) Male-female roles and stereotypes--their modes
of development and impact on human communication 97 52

3) Sexuality as an influence on interpersonal
communication 84 45

4) Alternative partnership styles--marriage*
cohabitation* dating* celibacy 79 42

5) Nonverbal communication differences between
men and women 78 42

6) The communication of intimacy 74 40

7) The meaning of masculinity/femininity 72 39

8) Mass media portrayal of sexuality and male-
female roles 69 37

9) The status of men in women's liberation movements 63 34

10) Sexist communication in employer-employee and
student-teacher interactions 62 33

3.1) Sex roles as they affect family communication 60 32

12) Language communication differences between men
and women 53 28

13) Cross-cultural differences in male/female
communication 46 25

14) Learning to communicate with members of the same
sex -- practical exercises 46 25

15) Sex roles as they affect vocational opportunities 41 22

16) Sexist language 38 20

17) Sex roles as they affect small group communication 36 19

18) A rhetorical (historical) overview of male/female
liberation movements 84 18

19)*Sex roles as they affect speaker/audience
interactions. 32 17

20) Research- strategies for studying sex roles and
communication 32 17
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Table 6 (continued)

Females

Content Units Frequency Percentage

1) Male-female roles and stereotypes--their modes
of development and impact on human communication 169 61%

2) Sexuality as an influence on interpersonal
communication 148 54

3) Learning to communicate with members of the
opposite sexpractical exercises 145 53

4) Monvemal communication differences between men
and women 139 51

5) Language communication differences between men
and women 139 51

6) The communication of intimacy 135 49

7) Sexist communication in employer-employee and
teacher-student interactions 125 .45

8) Mass media portrayal of sexuality and male- female
roles %123 45

9) Alternative partnership stylesmarriage,
cohabitation, dating, celibacy 115 420

10) The meaning of masculinity/femininity . 101 37

11) Learning to communicate with Members of the same
.

sex--practical exercises 95 35

12) Sex roles as they affect vocation opportunities . 93 34

13) Cross-cultural differencei in male/female
communication .

89 32

14) Sex roles as they affect family communication 82 30

15) Sexist language 67 24

16) The status of men in woments liberation movements 66 24

17) Sex roles as they affect small group communication 60 22

18) Sex roles as they affect speaker/audience interaction 41 15

19) A rhetoribal (historical) overview of male/female
liberation movements 40 15

20) Research strategies for studying sexex roles and
commurication 19 14

16
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Interpretation and Course Syllabus

The results of the needs assessment clearly indicate that mosi. el:Monts,

regardless of academic major, would value the introduction of a course

addressing communication dynamics between men and women. It is also

Interesting to point out that the introduction of this course would be

min4mally competitive with existing Women's Studies courses, because the

only existing course of comparable content interest (Sociology of Sex Roles)

was also the least favorably rated of the Women's Studies couries.

Following a thorough review of the literature, and also in response to

needs assessment results, a syllabus was constructed for a 15 week semester.

The syllabus includes as its content units most of those topics identified

by both male and female respondents as among the 9 topics most relevant to

the proposed course. Where there were discrepancies between male and female

respondents, care was taken to construct a hybrid unit that included some

aspects of units identified as important by males as well as aspects

identified as important by females. One topic, "Sexuality as an influence

on interpersonal communication," was not included in the curriculum, as it

is a subject area better dealt with through a series of ongoing workshops

sponsored by the Rutgers College Counseling Center. Moreover, human

sexuality is a sensitive topic and it would perhaps be better not to risk

offending the more conservative elements in student populations. Regardless

of an instructor's intentions, to pursue detailed discussions of so sensitive

an issue is to risk misinterpretation by students who can do much harm to

the department's and instructor's reputations through their complaints to

17
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Deans* parents* and other authority figures. Of course* no course entitled

"Male/Female Relations and Communication" could avoid all manner of discussions

on human sexuality, nor would this be an appropriate parameter for the course.

All that is being said here is that it would be better to avoid concentrated

attention given to human sexuality issues, such as one might encounter in

courses or workshops specifically designed to explore intimate discussions

of sexual preferences and behaviors. The proposed syllabus and course

description follow.

Syllabus and Course Description

"Communication and Mali/Female Relations"

Description of Objectives

The primary objectives of this course are as follows:

1. Obtain a basic understanding of role theory and consider the advan-
tages and disadvantages-of roles affecting personal and interpersonal
relationships. Specific attention will be focused on gender roles,
including the modes of development and effects on men's and women's
lives.

.

2. Facilitate an awareness of gender role stereotyping in mass media

and consider the 'implications of these portrayals for the develop-
men, maintenance and modification' of gender roles.

3. Facilitate an awareness of differences and similarities between
men's and women's verbal communication behaviors and consider
their implications forthe development,, maintenance and modifica-
tion of gender roles.

4. Facilitate an awareness of differences and similarities between

men's and woments nonverbal communication behaviors and consider
their implications for the..development, maintenance and modifica-
tion of gender roles.

5. Facilitate an awareness of traditional and non-traditional male/
female partnership styles and their communication dynamics. Some
experiential exercises will conducted challenging students to

18
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reconsider and possibly modify their current communication behaviors
with members of the other gender.

6. Facilitate a basic understanding of and ability to use behavioral
science approaches toward increasing our understanding of gender
role dynamics. As evidence of having met this objective, students
will complete and present an in-class ten to fifteen minute oral
presentation on an empirically based mini-study focusing on a
specific gender role issue.

Rationale for Objectives

Taken together, the above content units provide a broad overview
of some of the most important and current Findings in gender role re-
search. Students are required to conduct a mini-study to heighten their
appreciation for and understanding of empirical research procedures. Term
papers consisting exclusively tf literature reviews are not appropriate,
as they do little to increase student understanding of behavioral science
as a dynamic process.

Cautionary Note

As may be gleaned from the above objectives and rationale, this
course is clearly del-mid of a "rhetorical" or "feminist" orientation.
No attempt will be made to identify or systematically study the rhetori-
cal, historical or political dynamics of women's liberation movements.

Students interested in these latter perspectives are encouraged to consult
with the instructor about enrolling in other courses particularly suited
to meet these objectives.

Moreover, both men as well as women are encouraged to take this
course. The instructors of this course take the position that construc-
tive male/female communication is transactional in nature, and that only
a distorted perception of male/female communication would arise as a con-
sequence of either of the genders being exclusively represented in this
course. In fact, the success of in-class discussions will be largely
dependent upon a balanced sharing of viewpoints from all possible per-
spectives.

Grading Criteria

1. Homework Assignments = Many, brief homework assignments will
be given during the irirthalf of this course. In general, these
assignments will consist of responses to review questions over the
assigned readings and will constitutea maximum of 2-3 typewritten
pages of responses.' These assignments will be evaluated on three

19
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criteria--currency (no late papers accepted), neatness (work must
be typed to obtain grades of B or A), and completeness (thorough-
ness in responding to review questions). Students will not be

evaluated on the basis of their Personal.opinions,_but rather on
the succinctness and care qith which they express th-eir-thoughts,____

2. Journal Project = 10%: Students are required to purchase a spiral
notebook to be used for this assignment. Students will identify
a male/female work, friendship, or love relationship which they
will be able to monitor throughout the course. The purpose of this

assignment will be to assist students in their application of
reading and in-class discussions to specific out-of-class rela-
tionships between men and women. 1

3. In-class Participation = 10%: In order for this course to succeed,
in-class participation is a must. Students are encouraged to
verbalize their viewpoints and question the viewpoints of others.
However, students will not be.penalized for not verbalizing their
thoughts and feelings, as this would unfairly penalize those
persons experiencing considerable communication anxiety when
transacting in small group contexts. Still, since it is impor-
tant that students attend class discussions and at least listen
to verbalized viewpoints, a unique type of pop quiz will be
administered during the remaining five to ten minutes of 20% or
more of the class periods. These quizes will consist of one open-
ended question, asking the students to summarize briefly the
content of a given day's in-class discussion or lecture. All

quizes will be assigned grades of B or A; thus, merely having
attended class is sufficient to warrant a respectable grade.
Since it is not possible to recreate a given in-cliss discussion,
absentees will not be able to make-up these quizes and will re-
ceive grades of F. Accordingly, studetns are encouraged not to

miss any more classes than is absolutely necessary.

4. Mini -Study = 30%:, Students will design, conduct and report on
an empirically based mini-study seeking to further our under-
standing Of a particular aspect of male/female relations or gender
role dynamics. Students will receive systematic guidance in the
selection of their research area, literature review, research
design, data modification and analysis procedures, and considera-
tion of implications for current practices and future research.
Students are encouraged to work in dyads, but may choose to work
alone if they so desire. A minimum of five to ten annotated
references are to accompany the research reports, and the text
of theses reports is not to exceed ten pages. A comprehensive
bibliography will be provided to assist in identification of useful
references (see Appendix D).

'These mini-study pivsentations will occur during the last
five weeks of the course, according to the following procedure.
Presentation dates will be randomly assigned to students. Students

20
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can switch their assigned date with other students,but the in-
structor will not intervene to reassign presentation dates 9nce
they have been established. Immediately following an in-class

presentation, students will receive from their peers and instructor
brief written critiques of their study, including suggestions on

_the study could have been improved. Students will, use this
info-illation-in-their writing of a "post hoc" analysis of their
project (three to fi -pages),-which will explain how they could
have done their project differently T'iY'avoi.-d-theshortfalls
gleaned by peers and instructor. This post hoc aniiIrsia-has_the

potential of improving the original evaluation of their written
report by a full letter grade, or any fraction thereof. More
over, students presenting their studies during the earlier pre-
sentation periods will have more time to complete their post hoc
analyses than students assigned later presentation periods-

' 5. Final Exam = 20%: A final exam, and only exam for the course,
will be administered during the regularly scheduled examination
period. The format of this exam will be 50% multiple choice
questions and 50% short and long essay questions. Students are
responsible for all the material covered in readings, in-class
discussions and presentations, and homework assignments. However,
"picky" questions will be avoided, as this exam is intended to be
less a measure of recall ability than a broad-based understanding
of the most important topics and findings considered in this
course.

Texts

Eakins, Barbara Westbrook and R. Gene Eakins. Sex Differences in
Human Communication. Boston: Houghton Mifflin, 1978.

Chafetz, Janet Saltzman. Masculine Feminine or Human? Itasca,
Illinois: F.E. Peacock, 1978.,

9

Farrell, Warren. The Liberated Man. New York: Random House, 1978.

Grant, Vernon W. Falling in Love. New York: Springer Publishing,
1976.

Henley, Nancy M.,Body Politics. Englewood Cliffs, N.J.: Prentice-
Hall, 1977.

Timetable for Fifteen Week Semester

Weeks 1 6 2: Introduction to course, distribution of syllabus, and careful,
complete explanation of course objectives, activities, and policies. Re-
view question assignments will accompany the following readings: Eakins

21
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6 Eakins, Chap. 1; Farrell, Chaps. 1-5; Chafetz, pp. 1-44. By the con-

clusion of this unit, students will have a basic understanding of role
theory and, in particular, an understanding of what gender roles are,
how they obtain, and what some of their consequences are..

Weeks 3 6 4: An overview of media portrayals of men and women and
consideration of their impact in the maintenance of gender role stereo-
types. In addition, at least two in-class discussions will be set aside
to assist students in their selection of appropriate topics for mini -
studies, and detailed guidance will be given on procedures for the
conducting and reporting of these mini-studies. At least five follow-up
assignments and discussions will occur prior to the first in-class
precentation to ensure students' understanding and responsible com-
letion of this assignment. Review question assignments will accompany

the fob owing readings: Farrell, Chaps. 6-8; Chafetz, pp. 44-172.

Weeks 5 6 6: Specifi-CConsideration of language behavior differences
between men and women. Review qiiiation-assignments will accompany the
ollowing readings: Farrell, Chaps. 9-12irains-S_Ea"ns, Chaps. 2,

3, 4 and 5.

Weeks 7 & 8: Specific consideration of nonverbal behavior differences
and interactions between men and women, and their implications for the
maintenance (or modification) of existing status differences. Review
question assignments will accompany the following readings: Eakins &
Eakins, Chap. 6; Henley, Chaps. 2, 3, 4, 7, 8, 9 and 10.

Weeks 9 6 10: A series ef readings and discussions of gender rr.le
dynamics as they affect male/female relationships and partnership
styles. If students are willing, arrangements will be made to conduct
an out-of-class (and optional) role-reversal activity, whereby algdents
can experience first-hand the consequences for violating gendeeiole
expectations. One possibility would be the conducting of a gender role
reversal weekend, where men implement communication behaviors (both verbal
and nonverbal) which they perceive to be typical of women and similarly,
women implement communication behaviors (both verbal and nonverbal) which
they perceive be typical of men. Review question assignments will
accompany the following readings: Chafetz, pp. 173-220; Farrell,
Chaps. 13-15; Grant, all chapters. Additional recommendedbut not
required readings--include articles 4, S, 8, 9, 16 and 17 in Libby and
Whitehurst, Marriage and Alternatives, on reserve.

Weeks 11 thru 15: These remaining weeks are set aside for mini-study
presentations. During these remaining weeks, no more than three to
four reading assignments will, be made. The purpose of these remaining
reading assignments will be to help bring conclusion and synthesis to
all class activities to date.

Week 16: Final exam. Grades will be posted no later than three days
following the exam.

Instructor's Note: Please fuel free to contact the instructor concerning
any of the above assignments or any other issues pertinent to this course.

2z
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SUMMARY

The purpose of this paper was to argue in favor of the introduction

of a male/female relations course different from existing rhetorical

or feminist alternatives. The proposed course includes content units

gleaned from an assessment of student perceived needs and addresses

these needs from a behavioral science peripective.

If the reader finds this course favorable to his /her teaching needs,

then it is highly recommended that efforts be made to incorporate various

aspects of this course curriculum and dynamic into existing courses as a

means of trial-testing the efficacy of the proposed course. Also, full

scale implementation might be done on a trial basis, and gather formative

evaluation dita; followed by_appropriate modifications in course design

prior to the course's introduction to the regular curriculum. tuture work

in this area should result in the public sharing of this information

(through publications and conference papaers), making it possible for

the academic community to consider rationally th© efficacy of the
12

proposed approaches.
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See, for example, the introduction of a new journal specifically

attending to the issues of sex roles and sexism: Sex Roles--A Journal

of Research, edited by Phyllis A. Katz, The Graduate School and Univer-

sity Center of the City Uniiersity of Nev York. Of particular concern

to the field of communication is the Bulletin: Women's Studies in Commu-

nication, edited by Sandra E. Purnell, Department of Speech Communication,

California Saate University, Los Angeles. Other pertinent publications

are to be found in S. Trenhoim and W.R. Todd-Mancillas, "Student Per-

ceptions of Sexism," The Quarterly Journal of Speech, 64 (1978), 267-83,

and the 1978 Proceedings of the Communicition Language, and Sex Con-

ference, edited by V. Richmond and C.L. Berryman (Newbury House, 1979).

2

A current listing of various of these courses is to be found in

E.B. Berry, S.E. Purnell and S.B. Shimanoff, "Communication and the

Sexes: Instructional Strategies," an unpublished manuscript distributed

tt the 1979 Western Speech Communication Association (Los Angeles).

3

See, for example, W.A. Linkugel, "The Rhetoric of American Feminism:

A Social Movement Course," The Speech Teacher, 23 (March, 1974), 121-130.

4

It is nL.t argued here that women have net been oppressed, but

merely that frequently a course based on a feminist orientation is con-

structed in such a manner as to disregard infermation contrary to its

political base. As such, proponents of the feminist perspective some

times overlolk the possibility of less value-laden interpretations of

differential status relationships between men and Women.
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N. McK. Agnew and S.W. Pyke, The Science Game (Englewood Cliffs:

Prentice-Hall, 1978); E.G. Boring, A History of Experimental Psychology

(New York: Appleton-Century-Crofts, Inc., 1957); J. Bronowski, Science

Game (Englewood Cliffs: Prentice Hall, 1978); E.G. Boring, A History of

Experimental Psychology (New York: Appleton-Century-Crofts, Inc., 1957);

J. Bronowski, Science and Human Values (New York: Harper and Brothers, 1959);

J. Bronowski, The Ascent of Man (Boston: Little, Brown and Company, 1973);

K.W. Eckhardt and M.D. Ermann, Social Research Methods (New York:

Random Hous:, 1977); F.N. Kerlinger, Foundations of Behavioral Research

(New York: Holt, Rinehart, and Winton, 1964); C. Selltiz, M. Jahoda,

M. Deutsch, and S.W. Cook, Research Methods in Social Relations New York:

Holt, Rinehart, and Winston, 1959); J.J.C. Smart, Between Science and

Philosophy (New York: Random House, 1968); B.W. TUckman, Conducting

Educational Research (New York: Harcourt Brace Jovanovich, 1972).

6

Parallel arguments are to be found among those philosopheri arguing

for a bridge between art and science, including R.K. Merton, "The Mosaic

of the Behavioral Sciences," in The Behavioral, Science Today, ed. B.

Berelson (New York: Harper F. Row, 1963), and R. Nisbet, Sociology as an

Art Form (New York: Oxford University Press, 1976).

7

Arguments in favor of needs assessments as devices for assisting

in the design and implementation of planned change include, R.M. Gagne and

L.J. Briggs, Principles of. nstructional Design (New York: Holt, Rinehart,

and Winston, 1974); R.G. Havelock, Planning for Innovation (Ann Arbor,

Center for Rpaenrch on Utilization of Scientific Knowledge, 1973);

25



G.L. Lippitt, Visualizing Change (Fairfax, Virginia: NTL-Learning

Resources Corporation, 1973); W.R. Todd-Mancillas, R.J. Kibler, N. Dodl,

W. Dick, and S. Rollin, "A Review and Critical Analysis of the Literature

Pertaining to the Diffusion of Educational Innovations," (Paper presented

at the annual convention of the International Communication Association,

Chicago, 1975).

8

Similar efforts are frequently made by professional organizations

seeking to (-obtain information frum their membership, useful fur effecting

constructive change. See, for example, B. Cox, "Mancillas Completes Needs

Assessment fur ICA," ICA Newsletter, 6 (1978), 7-8.

9

The majority of these respondents were obtained from Rutgers

College, because the course proposed herein is for Rutgers College

students, although students are encouraged to take the course, regardless

of their college affiliation.

10
Appreciation is extended to Ms. Karen Meyers, Ms. Sally Mulroy,

Ms. Anna Bella Riccio, Ms. Linda Montonelli, and Mr. Michael O'Keef

for their useful criticisms.

11

A. Barr, J.H. Goodnight, J.P. Sall, and J.T. Helwig, A User's

Guide to SAS (Raleigh North Carolina: SAS Institute Inc., 1976).

12

W.R. Todd-Mancillas, et al, 1975.
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AppendiX A

COURSE SURVEY

1. Which college do you attend?
Rutgers Douglass Livingston Cook Other

2. Your class:
1979 _1980 1981 1982 Unknown (part time student)

3. Sex:
Male Female

4. Major:

If undeclared, probable major
5. Are you are that Rutgers College offers a Women's Studies Certificate?

Yes No
6. Are you a candidate for the Women's Studies Certificate?

Yes No
7. Have you or aro you now taking any women's studies courses at Rutgers

College? (See list on next page)
Yes No

a. If s,, which one(s)?

b. Ware you generally satisfied with the women's studies you have
taken?

Very M.sderately No Moderately Very

satisfied satisfied opinion disappointed disappointe

8. Whether or not you have taken any women's studies courses, did you know
before seeing this questionaire that these courses are part of the
Women's Studies Program It Rutgers College?

Yes 3.1,7

9. Do you think a course dealing communication and m,th-female relationships
would be a worthwhile contribution to the iluman Communication Department?

Yes No
10. Which of the following topics would be of the greatest interest to

you in such a course? (Check AS many as are applicable)

Male-female roles and stereltypes
interpersonal perception and attraction:
sexuality as an'influence on interpers)nal ck.mmunicatin

--differences in communication styles between the sexes
intimate relationships
mass media portrayal of sexuality and male-fe7d0 roles
rartnorship styles



e.

-

11. PAease suggr.:4;. anti ,.dlitional topics which you feel should be
included in such a cou:se:

..m.....

12. Would you register for such a course if it were offered?
Definitely Probably Don't know Probably,not Definitely not

Please use this space below to make any additional comments about the
suggested course and/or the women's studies program:

THANK YOU FOR YOUR COOPERATION

. WOMEN'S STUDIES COURSE AT RUTGERS COLLEGE:
014-206.The Black Woman
070-312 Language 6 Sex Roles
090-241,282 Women in the Literature

Continental Europe and South
America

350-160 Rom n and Literature
350-393,493 Literary Relations: Con-

temporary Women
350-1165-TheAv4ftt-Gae.le.in:'M:denn"

Literature
420-313 20th ConturY F:2nch Women

Writers

510-227 The Role of'the in

History
510-318 Women in Non-Western World
510-400 Family in History
512-420 history of American Women

760-200 Sex and Pregnancy
7907.441,442 Human Freedom and the

Constitution
830-320 Psychobiology of Se / Differences
340-326 Ancient Hear Eastern Religion
920-306 Sociology of the Family
920-324 Sociology of Sex Roles
940-438 20th Century, Spanish Li' %rature
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Appendix B

Please, do not put your name on this questionnaire.

This questionnaire is an attempt to measure student interest in a course which
might be developed for the Rutgers College undergraduate curriculum. Please take a
few minutes to fill out this survey and answer .the questions as honestly, as
possible. Use the space provided at the end for any additional comments or
questions you have.

1. Have you or are you now taking any cf the Rutgers College courses listed below?

Please circle the number of those which are applicable, and indicate your
satisfaction/dissatisfaction with those'courses in the space provided at right.
if you have not had any of these courses, go on to question #2.

Check appropriate response:

Very Moderately Un- Moderat4y Very
Satis- Satisfied certain Disap-' Disap-
fled pointed pointed

1. 014-206 'lie Black Woman

2. 070-312 Language & Sex Roles
3. 090-241/2 Women in Litera-

ture of Europe & S.A.

4. 350-360 Women & Literature
5. 350-393, 493 Literary

Relations: Contemporary Women
6. 350-465 The Avant Garde in

Modern Literature
7.'420-313 20th Century French

Vernon Writers

8. 510-227 The Rnle of the
Individual in History

9. 510-318 Women in Non-Western
World

10.510-400 Family in History
11.512-420 History of American

Women

12. 760-200 Sex and Pregnancy
13. 790-441,442 Human Freedom &

the Constitution
14. 830 -320 Psychobiology of

Sex Differences
15. 840-326 Ancient Near

Eastern Religion
16. 920-306 Sociology of the.

Family'

17. 920-324 Sociology of Sex
Roles

19. 940 - 43820th Century Spanish
Literature

2. How valuable would a course dealing with communication
relativls be to the undergraduate curriculum?,

4

-1. Very Valuable 2. Moderately Valuable 3. Uncertain 4.

S. Of Nu Value 29,

and male/female

Of Littlo value
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3. Which of the following topics would be of most interest in such a course? Please
circle no more than 9.

1. Male-female roles and' stereotypes -their modes of development and impact on
human communication.

2. Sexuality as an influence on interpersonal communication.
3. Language communication differences between men and women.
4. The communication of intimacy.
5. Mass media portrayal of sexuality and male-female roles.
6. Alternative partnership styles-marriage, cohabitation, dating, celibacy.
7. Cross-cultural differences in male/female communication.
8. Sexist language.
9.. Learning to communicate with members of the opposite sex-practical exercises.
10. Learning to communicate with members of the same sex - practical exercises.
11. Sex roles as they affect family communication.
12. Sex roles as they affect small group communication.
13. Sex roles as they affect vocational opportunities.
14. Sex roles as they affect speaker/audience interaction.
15. Nonverbal communication differences between men and women.

4 16.-A rhetorical (historical)overview of male/female liberation movements.
17. Sexist communication in employer-employee and student-teacher interatIons.
18. Research strategies for studying sex roles and communication.
19. The meaning of masculinity/femininity.

4. Please suggest any additional topics which you feel should be included in such
a course:

5. Would you register for this course if it were offered?*
1. Definitely 2. Probably 3. Don't Know 4. Probably Not 5. Definitely Not

6. Are you a candidate for a Women's Studies certificate? Offered at Rutgers
College?

1. Yes 2. No

7. Which college do you attend?
1. Rutgers 2. Douglass 3. Livingston 4. Cook 5. Other

8. Your class:
1. 1979 2. 1980 3. 1981 4. 1982 5. Unknown

(part-time)

9. Sex: 1. Male 2. Female

10. Major:

If undeclared, general area of study

COMMENTS:

* If in response to question 05, you circled numbers 4 or 5, then briefly describe
your reasons for not wanting to take this course. Please be honest in your
response. We only want this information so that we can better understand the
particular reasons for your response.

30
THANK YOU FOR YOUR COOPERATION!:



Appendix C

I am helping to design a course for the undergraduate curriculum
4

here, and hopefully this course will be Offered in the near futre. I

r
would appreciate it if you could take a few minutes to fill out this

brief questionnaire concerning the course. I believe the questionnaire

is self-explanatory. If you have any questions or additional suggestions

or comments about the course or the questionnaire I would be happy to

hear from you after you have completed the,.survey. Thank you.°

I.



Appendix D

ADDITIONAL REFERENCE MATERIALS
1 Y TOPIC AREA

Stereotyping, Sex Role Socialization and Associated'Consequences

Barry, Robert J. and Ann Barry. 'Stereotyping of Sex Roles in Preschool
Kindergarten Children." Psychological Reports,:1, June 1976, 948-950.

Bernard, Jessie. "Change and Stability in Sex-Role Norm and Behavior."
The Journal of Social Issues, 32, 1976, 207-223.

Clifton, A. Kay and Dorothy E.'Cee. "Self-Destructive Consequences of
Sex-Role Socialization." Suicide and Life Threatening Behavior,
6,Spring 1976, 11-12.

Doster, Joseph A. "Sex Rple Learning and Interview Communication." Jour-
nal of Counseling Psychology, 23, Spring 1976, 482-485.

Estep, Rhoda E., Martha R. Burt and Herman J. Milligan. "The Socialization
of Sexual Identity." Journal of Marriape and the FaaLIE, 39, February
1977, 99-112.

Fischer, Paulette L. and Judith V. Torney. "Influence of Children's Stories
on Dependency, a Sex-Typed Behavior." Developmental Psychology,. 12,
September 1976; 489-490.

Fish, Sandra L. "A Phenomenological Examination of Feminimitr." Journal
of Applied.Communication Research, 4, November 1976, 43-54.

Harris, Linda Hall and Margaret Exner Lucas. "Sex-Role Stereotyping."
Social Work, 21, Spring 1976, 390-397.

Harris, Mary D. "Sex Role Stereotypes and Teacher Evaluations." Journal
of Educational I'sychologi, 67, December 1975, 751-756.

Meda, Rebecca, Robert Hefner an Barbara! Oleshansky. "A Model of Sex -

.Role Transcendence." Journal of Social Issues, 32, 1976, 197-206.

Hittwoch, Ursula. "To Be Right isTo Be Dorn Male." New Scientist, 73,
13 Jan. 1977, 74-76.

Price, Gary and Sherry.B. forgers. "An Evaluation of the Sex-Stereo-
typing Effect as '.'.elated to Counselor Perceptions of Courses
Appropriate for High School Students." Journal of Counseling.
Psychology, 24, Nay 1977, 240-243. .

Sherman, Julia A. "Social Values, Femininity, and the Development of
Female Competence." Journal of Social Issues, 32, 19/6, 181-195.

Silverman, Marlene. "The Old Man as Woman: Detecting Stereotypes of Aged
Men with a FemininityScale." Perceptual and liotor Skills, 44,
February 1977, 336.
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Tavris, Carol. "Men and Women Report Their Views on Masculinity." Ist-
shology Today, 10, January 1977, pp. 34-43.

Tavris, Carol and David Pope. "What Does it Mean to be.a Mani.' psycho-
/ogy Today, 9, March 1976, pp. 58-67.

Vukelich, Carol, Charlotte McCarthy and C. Nanis. "Growing Free: Ways to
Help Children Overcome Sex-Role Stereotypes." Washington, D.C.:
Association for Childfiood Education International, February 1976.

Watson, Joellen. "Sex Role Stereotypes: Dispelling the Myth in the
Schools." Integrateducation, 15, July-Aug. 1977, 40-41.

Weller, Leonard, Ophrah Hazi and Orah Ratan. "Birth Order and the Feminine
Sex Role of Married Women." Journal of Individual ycho 31,

May 1975, 65-70.

Mass Media Portrayal of Gender

Brown, Lloyd W. "Mannequins and Mermaids--the Contemporary Writer and
Sexual Images in the Consumer Culture."Women's Studies, 5, 1977,
1-12.

Busby, L.J. "Defining the Sex Role Standard in Commercial Network Tele-
vision Programs Directed Toward Children." Journalism Quarterly,
51, Winter 1974, 690-696.

Fox, Harold W. and Stanley R. Renas. "Stereotypes of Women in the Media
and Their Impact on Women's Careers." Human Resource Management, 16,
Spring 1977, 28-31.

Glaser, Sylvia L. and Elizabeth M. Scott. "KDKA-TV's Women Advisory
Council Issues a 77-Page Study on Portrayal of Women." Media _Report,

to Women, 5, July 1977, 1-3.

Haskell, Molly. "What Is Hollywood Trying to Tell Us?" Ms., 5, April 1977,
pp. 49-51.,

Honey, Maureen. "Images of Women in Saturday Evening Post' 1931-1936."
Journal of Popular' Culture, 10, Fa-1 1976, 352-358.

"Jil Volner: How the News Media Make the News--and the Stereotypes of .

Women." Media Report to Women, 1 March 1977, 7.

Lamphere, Louise. "Women in Film: An Introduction." American Anthropo-
logist, 79, March 1977, 192-211.

Lull, James T., Catherine A. Hanson and Michael J. Marx. "Recognition
of Female Stereotypes in TV Commercials." Journalism Quarterly,
54, Spring 1977, 153-157.
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McArthur, Leslie Zebrowitz and Beth Gabrielle Resko. "The Portrayal of
Men and Women in American Television Commercials." Journal of
Social Psychology, 97, December 1975) 209-220.

McNeil, Jean C. "Feminism, Femininity, and the Television Series: A Content
Analysis." Journal of Broadcasting, 19, Summer 1975, 259-271.

. "Imagery of Women in TV Drama: Some Procedural and 1/4cr-
pretive Issues." Journal of Broadcasting, 19, SUMmer 1975, 283-288.

Miller; Suehn H. "Changes in Women's Lifestyles Sections." Journalism
Quarterly, 53, Winter 1976, 641-647.

Seggar, John F. "Imageri,of Uomeh in Televisiort'Drama: 1974.° Journal
of Broadcasting, 1:9. Summer 1975, 273-2824,'

. "Women's Imagery on TV: Feminist, Fair Maiden or Maid?
Comments on McNeil." Journal of Broadcasting, 19, Summer 1975,
289-294.

Sexton, Donald E. and Phyllis Haberman. "Wcmen in Magazine Advertisements."
Journal of Advebtising Research', 14, August 1974, 41-46.

Stocking, S. Holly, Barry S. Sapolsky and-Dolf Zillimann. "Sex Discrimi-
nation in Prime Time Humor." Journal of Broadcasting, 21, Fall 1977,
447-457.

Venkatesan, M. and Jean P. Losco. "Women in Magazine Ads: 1959-71."
Journal of Advertising Research, 15, October 1975, 49-54.

Language Differences

Bailey, Lee Ann and Lenora A. Timm. "More on Women's - -and Lien's -- -

tives." Anthropological Linguistics,. 18, December 1976, 438-449.

Benel, Denise C.R. and Russell A. Benel. "A Further Note on Sex Differences
on the Semantic Differential." British Journal of Social and Clinical
Psychology, 15, November 1976, 437.440.

Giles, Howard and Jennifer A. Giles. "Comments on 'Speech Fluency Fluc-
tuations During the Menstrual Cycle'." Journal of Speech and Hearing
Research, 19, March 1976,'187-189.

KoenigsKnecht, Roy A. and PhilipSriedman. "Syntax Development in Boys
and Girls." Child Development, 47, December 1976, 1109-1115.

Meditdh, Andrea. "The Development of Sex-Specific Speech Patterns in
Young Children." Anthropological Ilapistics, 17, December 1975,
421-433.

Oliver, Marion d and Joan Rubin. "The Use of Expletives by Some American
Women." Anthropological Linguistics, 17, May 1975, 191-197.
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Sause, Edwin F. "Computer Content Analysis of Sex Differences in the
Language of Children." Journal of Psycholinguistic Research, 5,
July 1976, 311+.

Siegler, Davie M. and Robert S. Siegler: "Stereotypes of Hales' and
Females' Speech." Ruchological Reports, 39) August 1970, 167-170.

Thorne and Henley, Eds. Language and Sex Difference and Dominance.
Rowley: Newbury House, 1975.

West, Candace and Don. H. Zimmerman. "Women's'Place in Everyday Talk:
Reflections on Parent-Child Interaction." Social Problems, 24,

June 1977, 521-529.

Nonverbal Differences

Allen, D.P. "Race and Physical Attractiveness as Criteria for White
Subjects' Dating Choices." Social Behavior and Personality, 4, 1976,
289 -296.

4

Aronovitch, Charles D. "The Voice of Personality: Stereotyped Judgments
and Their Relation to Voice Quality and Sex of Speaker." Journal
of Social Psychology, 99, August 1976, 207-220.

Birdwhistell, Ray. "Masculinity and Femininity as Display." in Kinesics
and Context. Philadelphia: University of Pennsylvania Press, 1970.

Buchanan, D.R., R. Juhnke and K. Goldman. "Violation of Personal Space
as a Function of Sex." Journal of Social Psychology, 99, August
1976, 187-192.

Coleman, Ralph 0. "A Comparison of the Contributions of Two Voice Quality
Characteristics to the Perception of Maleness and Femaleness in
the Voice." Journal of Speech and Hearing Research, 19, March 1976,
169-180.

Hathes, Eugene W. and Sherry B. Kempher. "Clothing as a Nonverbal Com-
municator of Sexual Attitudes and Behavior." perceptual. and Hotor
Skills, 43, October 1976, 495-498.

HcGovern, Jana L. and David S. Holmes. "Influence of Sex and Dress on
Cooperation: An Instance of 'Person' Chauvinism." Journal of
Applied Social Psychology., 6, July-Sept. 1976, 206-210.

Hontague, Ashley. Touching: The Human SUnificance of Skin. New York:
Columbia University Press, 1971.

Horgan, Robin. "The Politics of Body Image." Ms., 6, September 1977,
pp. 47-49.

Rob%_rti.)111, Pichlrd C. Tb, jrth of Physical i.ttr.ct4N.:11,_os.'' Pmreao-

.tlhalyiThcory, irch and Practice, 13, Spring 1976, 54-56.
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Schneider, Frank W., Larry M. Coutts ar.. William A. Garrett. "Interper-
sonal Gaze in a Triad as a FuLet4on of Sex." Perceptual and Motor.
Skills, 44, :ebruary 1977, 184.

Silverman, EllenMarie and Cat)erine H. Zimmer. "Replication of 'Speech
Fluency Fluctuations During the Menstrual Cycle'." perceptuoland
aotor Skills, 42, June 1976, 1004-1006.

Thayer, S. and William Schiff. "Gazing Patterns and Attribution of Sexual
Involvement.P Journal of Social Prycnolov, 101, February 1977, 235 -246.

Von Wright J.M. and M. Raust Von Ptight. "Sex Differences in Personal
and Global Future Time Perspectives." Perceptual and Motor Skills,
44, February 1977, 30-31.

Amer, Jon. "The Sex of Time-Keeping." International Journal of Symbology,
6, November 197S, 23-30.

Yonge, Ge:rge. "A Dynamic image of Masculine and of Feminine Movement."
Journal of Phenomenological. Psychology, 6, Spring 1976, 199-208.

Influence of Gender on Interpersonal Cornnni-vition

A1lbury, ReLacca Ernst A. Chaples and Kerry Stut,bs. "T.xism Among
a Group of Sydney Tertiary Students.'' Australian and New Zealand
Journal of Sociology, 13, June 1977, 133-136.

Alsbrook, tarry. "herit-.1 f;ommunioation and Sexism." Social Casework,
S7, October 1976, S17.522.

Dartol, Kathryn M and D. Anthony Butterfield. "Sex Differences in Evalu-
ating feeders." Journal ofkpliod Psychology, 61, Auguat 1976,
44(,-464.

Bernard, Jessie. The Sex Game: Commuecation Dotwpen tne Fens. Men York:
Atheneum, 1.J7.

Blair, Gwenda Li n.ia . "Stt.n4ing on the Cornc:..." Liberation, 18, July-
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